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Larry Johnson of Gateway Pundit just decided to help prove my recent point about all these
“alternative” sites being controlled ops by committing hara-kiri in full view on the internet.  In a piece
entitled “I wasn't going to comment on the 911 attacks, but...” he shares a recent email from his crazy
conspiracy theorist sister, begging him to come clean on 911.  In case you don't know, Johnson is a
“former” CIA analyst and State Department creep, having worked for their Office of
CounterTerrorism.  Aka the Office of Propaganda.  He was tapped to sell the mainstream story of 911
on that day, appearing in interviews via phone as an expert witness.  And he admits that in the current
article.  But rather than remaining in the shadows on 911 and keeping quiet, as he has for years, he
decided instead to pop his head out and sell that old shinola again, not backing down an inch.  

How did that work out for him?  Well, just check comments, which he forgot to turn off.  They are
running 99 to 1 against him, despite bots and puppets no doubt sent in to back him up.  I expect
comments to soon be deleted, but I have already saved the page. 

All I can say is, when these guys decide to self-destruct, they really go all out.  This piece is a primer in
how to implode in full view.  As I said, he leads by attacking his own sister, telling us she graduated
“middle-of-the-pack” in highschool.  What that has to do with anything is not clear, but it does
immediately peg Johnson as a towering asshole and awful writer, leading with mean and pointless ad
hominems against his own sister.  

He then refers to a dead major general as “some dude”, letting that stand as his response.  Next he tells
us he was in route to the golf course when the first plane hit.  Yeah, good one Larry, that is guaranteed
to endear you to your audience!  

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/09/i-wasnt-going-comment-9-11-attacks/


He tries to cover over that by telling us Katie Couric called him while he was at the urinal, sure we will
be impressed.  Are we?  Equally impressed by the fact he then went downstairs to a hard-wired phone,
which “makes him unique.”  Wow.  I am getting the feeling ole Larry is vaccine damaged, how about
you?  No other way to explain how he thought it was a good idea to publish this.

As “proof” the mainstream story of 911 at the Pentagon is true, he says a couple of his agent buddies
confirmed seeing a plane “fly by”, and then shows us the old pics of fake wreckage planted on the
lawn.  His argument literally could not be shorter or weaker.  

All the meat is in comments, which are worth reading.  Here are some snippets:

Where was the plane wreckage for the building 7 collapse?  The building that fell 15 minutes after
a BBC reporter said it had fallen, and you could still see it standing behind her.

But his DEA Fed buddies seen it. And we know feds are honest.

Actually, this is where Larry fulflls his current obligation to the CIA: to support the offcial
narrative when necessary, while building his street creds for truth-telling the rest of the time by
appearing to go counter-narrative, like his recent writing on Ukraine. I feel sorry for Larry
destroying his credibility with this piece on 9/11. I've already deleted his home page's link from
my bookmarks. I should have remembered "once CIA, always CIA".

Always considered letting CIA write articles a ding against TGP. Never fails that when I look
through an article and something seems hinky, I just have to scroll up and check the byline to see
it was one of Larry's.

DEA, FBI, CIA and top it all off with a dose of crazy sister "conspiracy" theory. Larry or Lawrence
must be french for propaganda.

"Guys I knew and trusted, who had no motive to lie, saw what they saw." Coming from the
CIA guy, this is just hilarious.

This is one of Larry Johnson's (maybe he's related to William Robert Johnson "Porky" Barr?) DEA
buddies, Don, who was employed as an investigator assigned to the Offce of Military Commissions
— Military Commissions Defense Organization, talking about all the BS they pulled regarding the
'hijackers', etc. Read it and laugh or cry, with all this, Larry's sister is right on the money and any
normal person would love to be friends with her, for sure:
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Declaration_of_Donald_C._Canestraro

NOT dew. Most people claiming dew are trying to discredit 9/11 skeptics. They don't pack that
much energy, certainly not 2 decades ago. And they needed the towers to fall straight down. Only
way to do that is old fashioned controlled demo.

I also notice one of the people supporting Larry in comments is a person named Walter Neville.  My readers
should know who the Nevilles are: close cousins of the Stanleys and Stuarts, who have been leading disinfo
campaigns since the 1400s, on both sides of the pond.  Neville claims to have watched Building 7 fall and also to
have worked recovery at Ground Zero.  I guess he was also in Shanksville and saw that crash.  Also personally
witnessed the Lincoln assassination.  

Speaking of obvious fakes, Infowars is today pushing the story that their correspondent Owen Shroyer

https://www.infowars.com/posts/owen-shroyer-sentenced-for-free-speech-live-coverage/


has been sentenced to eight weeks for something, we aren't sure what.  Another bench trial with no
jury, I guess, filmed on a soundstage in South Austin.  I do note his attorney is the same Norm Pattis
who allegedly represented Alex Jones and Joe Biggs.  Because that makes sense right?  Norm got Alex
off with just a trillion dollar judgment, and Joe Biggs only got 17 years for wearing a MAGA cap, so
why wouldn't Shroyer hire this hook-nosed legal genius to represent him?   

I also notice Pattis has perfected the Bill Gates smile and the “I never sleep” eye bags, telling us what 
his spirit thinks of this pit he has dragged himself into.  

But why fake this Shroyer story?  Same reason they are faking all the others: to scare you into silence.  
It's the usual bluff.  

  


